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Social Networking Sites (SNS) provide a platform for engaging youth in activism (e.g., by helping mobilize civic action). While youth typically employ casual approaches to online activism (i.e., quick actions, such as broadcast posts to advertise social justice events), more strategic practices (i.e., those that are more creative and informed) can increase the likelihood of successful online campaigns. However, little work has examined how youth activists can be supported to use SNS more strategically. To address this research gap, we conducted interviews with youth activists, exploring how youth made sense of social network visualizations and their perspectives on how such tools could support their activism efforts. Our findings characterize how participants made inferences about followers’ identities based on their hashtag use, and how they used those inferences in outreach decisions. We conclude with design implications for future research in this area.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Activism is described as actions and efforts aimed at creating more inclusivity and equality for underrepresented groups through social change [16]. Youth activism, in particular, not only helps create social change among marginalized groups, it can also have a positive developmental impact on young people [56, 74, 85]. In this regard, Social Networking Sites (SNS) have played a significant role in recent social movements and youth engagement in politics. [3, 47, 59, 76].
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Prior work has examined the practices that youth engage in online, including investigation, production, circulation, dialogue and feedback, and mobilization [65]. Furthermore, the approaches that youth take to carry out these practices can range from casual to purposeful. It is much more common for youth to use SNS casually (e.g., liking and sharing a post), that is, through actions that involve less time and consideration and that aim to reach broad, less explicit goals. While such casual approaches can be valuable (e.g., by raising awareness about issues), their impact can be limited [65, 69]. As compared with casual use, the strategic practice of using SNS for advocacy involves using SNS in informed ways [65]. For instance, a strategic approach might involve identifying influential people that can connect youth to a broader network, thus increasing opportunities for mobilizing action [65].

Therefore, while both casual and strategic actions are important components of youth activism, prior work has found that youth engage in strategic action much less frequently. One report found that among youth activists, 49% did not use any strategic practices in their online efforts [65]. Of those that did utilize strategic approaches, these practices were used infrequently. This is in contrast with casual practices, which were used by 99% of youth studied. Furthermore, an important issue raised by this prior work was that the casual actions taken by youth online were often out of sync with the more ambitious societal change goals they sought. These findings emphasize the need for research investigating how technology can better enable strategic civic action on social media amongst youth, to help compliment the more widespread use of casual civic practices [65].

One important approach to helping youth engage in online civic action more effectively and thoughtfully is to equip them with knowledge about the social capital available to them within their networks (i.e., the resources afforded to people through their social connections), as well as skills and strategies to achieve their goals [29]. In fact, research shows that people have difficulty accurately remembering and accessing the social capital available in their social networks [8]. Network visualizations offer one opportunity for helping youth make sense of such social capital. Although there is no one best way to represent networks to aid decision making [78], network visualizations can help people (including youth) navigate their networks and use them strategically. Despite the potential that such visualizations offer, there remains a paucity of knowledge regarding how such visualizations should be designed to support youth. As such, we investigated the potential of social network visualization tools to help youth activists better understand the social capital within their network, and as a result, engage in strategic decision-making in their online activism.

Our work is focused on activism within youth empowerment programs. Within such initiatives, adults work alongside youth, providing encouragement and support to help youth identify, and take action to address, social and community-based issues [10, 26, 38, 52, 58, 64]. In the organization we partnered with, youth were employed for the period of a year, during which they identified community issues that they shared a common interest in tackling. These issues included mental health, community violence, and police-youth relationships. The youth then designed, planned, and created initiatives (e.g., in the form of community events) to alleviate issues they focused on. These programs, which are gaining in prevalence throughout the world, are thus important contexts for nurturing young people’s engagement with issues of societal concern [48]. Within empowerment organizations, youth use SNS to involve their peers in civic action [7, 73]. Given prior work documenting the importance of helping youth develop strategic approaches to online activism [65], we sought to specifically examine how social network visualization tools might help them develop the skills and resources needed to use SNS in more mindful and informed ways.

To this end, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 13 youth within a youth empowerment organization, to investigate how social network visualization tools can support strategic social action. Our participants were members of racial/ethnic minority groups and low-SES neighborhoods, populations that have traditionally been excluded from sources of power and influence in society.
Given that prior research has shown how essential social capital is for promoting wellbeing and opportunities for upward mobility [23, 41, 42], it is critical to equip low-SES groups with tools to better access and enhance their social capital.

During our interviews, we showed participants two interactive, low-fidelity prototypes that visualized participants’ hypothetical social network of followers. These visualizations depicted information such as their followers’ number of followers, level of activity on SNS, and most commonly used hashtags. We then used the interviews to explore youth’s perceptions of the visualizations, including to what extent the designs could support their activism work. The following research question guided our interviews: What are youth perspectives on how social network visualizations can support online activism? By answering this research question we sought to understand 1) youth activists’ perspectives on the value that social network visualization tools could provide, 2) potential limitations of such tools, and 3) the ways in which information provided by these tools might help to inform youth activists’ decision-making as they seek to mobilize and engage their online networks.

We found that visualizations of information about followers’ hashtag usage was particularly valued by our participants. Our findings characterize how youth saw hashtags as playing a central role in helping them understand their social media followers, and how to approach them. Our study illustrates how participants saw learning about a follower’s commonly used hashtags as offering important insights into that person’s identity (i.e., their interests and priorities). We discuss how participants felt such hashtag information could help guide their decisions about who to reach out to in their network. Finally, we discuss how participants sought to employ hashtags to directly and indirectly approach their target audiences.

The results from our qualitative study provide initial evidence for how social network visualizations can support youth activism. We use our findings to discuss directions for future work, including how metadata from SNS (such as the hashtags that people use) can help youth activists learn about others’ interests and, as a result, produce greater collaboration online. We conclude by elaborating on issues that arose as a result of the ways youth interpreted the visualizations and discuss ethical challenges (e.g., the danger of non-participants being included in social media analysis research) that this line of research may present in the future.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Youth Activism on SNS

Previous research has shown that youth participation in civic matters possesses several benefits for both the community and youth themselves [1, 56, 85]. Youth civic engagement not only affects social change in the present, it can also predict youth’s political participation later in their lives [56, 85]. Additionally, research has shown that youth civic engagement positively affects the engaged youth’s well-being [1]. As such, it is important to increase and encourage youth civic engagement.

Given this work, researchers have investigated the potential for, and benefits of, using SNS as platforms for youth activism [33, 34, 65]. Research has shown how SNS can provide youth with a way to express their opinions amongst a wider audience and facilitate collective action [77]. Furthermore, compared to more traditional forms of political participation (i.e., voting), youth often prefer to use SNS platforms for civic engagement [76].

One of the benefits of SNS is its propensity for helping youth engage with their social networks [24, 40]. SNS help youth access and improve their social capital, which is defined as resources, social support and trust embedded in a person’s network. Research has shown that using SNS helps individuals connect with others in their networks and enhance social trust, civic engagement, and political participation [24, 39, 40].
However, individuals’ success in accessing the aforementioned resources depends on several factors, among which are individuals’ ability to perceive and interpret their interconnected relationships, and their capacity to successfully extract and utilize their resources. However, research has shown that accurately recalling and navigating one’s network is not a simple task [8]. People have a tendency to forget others in their networks, and this tendency may be higher for certain types of relationships [8]. In other words, people have a greater chance to forget those they interact with infrequently as opposed to those they interact with more often. Therefore, we argue that novel social computing tools, through making the features of one’s network more visible, present key opportunities for helping individuals to recall, understand, and utilize the social capital within their networks.

In summary, while previous research has shown the potential of online interactions on SNS (e.g., Facebook and Twitter) for building and maintaining social capital [24, 40], there is a dearth of research regarding how technology can help youth activists become more aware of their social capital and how youth can leverage their online networks for civic action. To address this gap in research, we investigated the potential of using network visualizations for helping youth activists better understand the resources available to them.

### 2.2 Hashtag Activism

Research on hashtag activism provides further motivation for the work reported on in this paper. Hashtag activism is defined as the emergence of a large number of social media posts – with the pursuit of a particular political or social issue – under a common hashtag or phrase [82]. Hashtag activism has been effective in creating solidarity amongst underrepresented groups (groups that are mostly neglected by mainstream media and governments) [22, 62].

Using hashtags, everyday people, activists, and celebrities can bring attention to issues concerning underrepresented groups. For instance, the hashtags #Ferguson, #BlackLivesMatter and #SayHerName have been used to create discourse around police brutality, mobilize offline protests, and refocus the attention of mainstream media [9, 37, 62, 80]. Similarly, #MeToo has been used to create a narrative around violence against women [35, 49].

Moreover, platforms such as Twitter provide a channel for counterpublics to become more visible [36, 37, 47]. Counterpublics refers to marginalized groups that produce counter narratives related to their identities, interests, and needs for social change [36, 37]. Such counter narratives are in opposition to dominant perceptions of these marginalized groups perpetuated throughout public spheres. “Black Twitter” is an example of a counterpublic in which primarily African-American Twitter users have created an alternative narrative and public performance of black identity in order to catalyze socio-political change [32, 67]. In this way, hashtag activism aids in the formation of collective identities [4, 28, 43]. For instance, those who follow feminist hashtags (e.g., #YesAllWomen, #BringBackOurGirls) may experience a sense of connection to the way such hashtags and tweets are phrased and identify with them. As a result, communities develop around feminist identities [22].

Hashtag activism researchers have largely focused on the process and context of hashtag emergence within prominent social movements [37, 79]. For instance, researchers have investigated the important actors, such as initiators and influencers, within the #Ferguson movement [37]. Researchers have also explored various narrative and discursive aspects of prominent hashtags, such as #BlackLivesMatter, and the identities created around them [82].

Our work builds upon this ongoing hashtag emergence research. As hashtags become powerful tools for social change, our findings characterize how interpretations of hashtag usage within one’s network may drive the work of youth activists online.
2.3 Visualizing SNS data

Our research is further motivated by prior work on visualizing SNS data, including how the users of SNS participate on these platforms [18, 60, 81]. For instance, in the field of data journalism, Santos et al. [66] investigated how temporal visualizations of Twitter hashtags used before and during a soccer game might help journalists identify topical discourse trends, that could inspire news article pitches. Additionally, prior studies have investigated how social media data visualizations can improve transparency and communication among political institutions and voters [60]. For instance, Stieglitz and Dang Xuan [71] have proposed a framework for social media data analysis, and have investigated how visualizations (e.g., retweet networks and word clouds) can help political institutions to learn about the trends and the social landscape on social media.

However, while SNS visualizations have been previously studied in various domains, to our knowledge, there are no studies investigating the design of SNS visualizations for youth activists. In this paper, we focus on how youth activists could potentially tap into their social capital online by acquiring useful knowledge about existing patterns within their audience visualizations. Moreover, prior work has mostly focused on providing visualizations of hashtags regarding trends among a large group of users [66]. In this work, we wanted to understand how showing node-level information, as opposed to aggregated information, can help users infer knowledge about their audience as individuals. As a result of using such visualizations, we hope that youth can identify potential influential connections in their networks.

3 METHOD

We conducted a study to examine how visualizations of one’s network connections can help youth make more effective decisions in their work as youth community organizers (youth organizers for short). Youth organizers are individuals who work to engage their peers and local residents in addressing problems within their communities [20].

To carry out this work, we partnered with a youth empowerment organization located in a metropolitan city in the northeastern United States. Like empowerment initiatives throughout the world [38, 52, 58, 64], the focus of our partner organization is equipping youth with the skills and resources needed to identify and address community issues (e.g., gang violence and mental health). Youth are employed by the organization and trained to engage in social action. Adult staff help youth to understand and choose social issues to focus on, and to plan and organize community events that address these issues. Outreach (promoting events in the community) is a central component of the youth’s work, SNS being a primary means of this outreach. Therefore, youth must be armed with the necessary technical and interpersonal skills to effectively use SNS for outreach. The organization we studied has four physical sites located in different neighborhoods. We recruited 13 youth (5 girls and 8 boys, between the ages of 13-21 years old) from two sites within the organization. The lead researcher conducted a semi-structured, one-on-one interview with each participant. Interviews took place at the organization’s sites and lasted 30-50 minutes each.

During each interview, participants were asked to examine two low-fidelity prototypes that visualized their hypothetical Twitter followers. We focused on Twitter because it is used by many different communities (e.g., politicians, media, regular citizens, activists and celebrities) and has the potential for helping people reach out to a broader audience and influence people in power [44]. Additionally, Twitter, which has been used for over 13 years, is where early usage and popularization of the hashtag concept originated, and has been the focus of a significant number of research studies in online activism [9, 37, 62, 80]. Each prototype was implemented using the Invision app [25] and was shown to youth on a mobile phone. We chose to focus on mobile phone visualizations because
of the prevalence of mobile phones amongst low-SES populations [84] – the demographic focus of our work. Furthermore, smartphones enable easier access to visualization tools within and outside of youth empowerment organizations.

We created two visualizations to prompt discussion around network characteristics that could potentially help youth make more effective decisions in their outreach work. These prototypes explored two network types (i.e., an individual youth’s network alone versus the individual youth’s network plus that of the organization), and two visualization approaches (list and graphic visualizations). Our selection of these prototype variants was informed by: 1) our previous pilot studies that we conducted with the staff and youth, in which they expressed their desire for a tool that supported individual and group outreach; hence the individual and organization level visualizations, 2) our desire to create visualization variations that could help us explore various characteristics that youth in our prior studies had voiced as important factors to consider when doing outreach, and 3) previous research that explored similar categories of network visualizations to support decision making [78].

It is important to note that the prototypes were created as part of a qualitative, exploratory examination of youth’s preference for such tools, rather than an experimental comparative evaluation of each design approach. Therefore, each visualization does not represent a unique permutation of the design dimensions we sought to explore. Instead, given the limited research examining how network visualizations can support youth activism, we used our prototypes to spur conversations with youth that would help surface important areas for future inquiry and design. Similar research methods (e.g., the use of probes) have been used by HCI researchers for data collection; either to learn about users’ behavior with technologies that already exist or their potential use of new technologies [6]. In this case, our work was driven by a desire to investigate how technology might go beyond the features within currently available SNS, to support youth in more strategically engaging their online audiences. In addition, given how nascent this research area is and the need for formative work that helps drive the design of network visualization tools for youth activists, our goal at this stage was not to conduct a naturalistic evaluation of a system or experimental study evaluating design alternatives. Instead, our goals in this formative research were to 1) investigate youth perspectives on how network visualizations can support online activism in ways that are not already possible using only current SNS, 2) characterize the kinds of data and insights that youth activists desire from such tools, and to 3) establish research questions that future work should further explore about youth activists’ interactions with network visualization tools.

Admittedly, using youth’s real SNS data would have provided further insights into the kinds of scenarios in which youth could have used the information gained from the network visualization prototypes. However, our findings reveal that our low-fidelity prototypes were effective in spurring rich conversations that deepened our understanding of how youth felt network visualizations could support their work. Moreover, while the data about their networks was hypothetical in the prototypes, we situated participants’ explorations of the visualizations within the context of their work at the organization as follows. Before asking youth to engage with the visualizations, youth discussed an upcoming event they were planning as part of their work in the empowerment organization. They then discussed how they would use the visualizations to reach out to their audiences for their event of interest. This approach helped youth to think concretely about how network visualizations such as those in our prototypes might aid their work as well as potential shortcomings, and what they would like to see in future iterations.

The first prototype is a list visualization (Fig. 1) and shows a participant’s list of hypothetical Twitter followers. Each row corresponds to data related to one of the followers (in this case, Sam, Angela, Steve, and Mariam). In each row, the network characteristics of each follower are visualized using bar charts (i.e., age, activity, interactivity, novel connectors, and followers). Additionally, a
follower’s most commonly used hashtags are also displayed [2, 12]. Our goal was to understand how this data might help youth strategically focus their outreach online. For example, knowing who the novel connectors are in their network (i.e., people with numerous connections outside of one’s immediate network connections) might lead youth to reach out to those individuals in hopes that these people will share the youth’s posts with a wider audience than the youth can directly access on their own.

The second visualization, is a graphic representation that aims to help users understand which organizational members they are connected to and the people who follow members of the organization. We hoped that by seeing the network of other youth activists working at the organization, as well as those individuals’ followers, youth would be helped to envision collaborative outreach opportunities with their peers. For instance, by identifying people within the organization with the highest number of followers under 18 years old, youth might decide which member of the organization should take a more active role in accessing their network for that event. The nodes inside the green background area correspond to the members of the organization. The nodes outside of the green area correspond to all the followers of the organization’s members. By searching for a member of the organization (using the search bar), participants can view that member’s connections. We intentionally avoided illustrating all the connections at once, because we did not want to overwhelm the small screen size of the visualization. Hence, we chose a detail-on-demand approach to visualizing the connections [72]. Participants can identify the age of their followers based on the shape [54] of the nodes. Followers under the age of 18 are displayed as triangles,
and followers over the age of 18 are displayed as squares. Additionally, participants can search for a member of the organization through the search bar and see which of their own followers are connected to that organization member.

### 3.1 Procedure and Data Collection

We used semi-structured interviews to explore youth’s perspectives on the visualization variants described above. The first part of the interview consisted of questions regarding youth’s use of SNS, including to what extent they use these platforms in their work as a youth organizer. This baseline information was collected to understand the challenges and opportunities youth face for using SNS for activism, and to determine the degree to which introducing our intervention could help them overcome those challenges. The researcher then introduced the visualizations and some of the terms used in them (e.g., followers, novel connectors, etc.). Youth were provided with a sheet explaining those terms and were instructed to use the sheet as a reference as needed during the activities.

Youth were then asked questions to assess the visualizations’ usability and to what extent they found the information provided by the visualizations useful for their work. Fig. 2 summarizes the tasks we asked youth to complete for each visualization.

Next, we asked participants to compare the two visualizations based on usability for their work. We also asked youth to discuss ways to improve each visualization. Youth were also asked to rate each visualization based on enjoyment and learnability (10-point Likert scale questions). It is important to note that, following an iterative qualitative methodological approach [19] we added these two questions midway through our data collection, to help us further explore emergent themes. Therefore, we were only able to gather this information for six participants.

We then asked participants to rate followers’ characteristics (introduced in the list visualization) based on the significance of this information for their activism. These characteristics included the followers’ number of followers, novel connector status (number of connections that the follower has outside of the participant’s immediate network), commonly-used hashtags, level of activity (how active they are on Twitter), and level of interactivity (how frequently a follower engages with the participant on Twitter, by liking or commenting on their posts, sharing their posts, and messaging the participant).

All interview sessions were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. We used open coding from grounded theory [19] to inductively characterize concepts in the qualitative data. We then iteratively clustered the resulting codes into higher-level themes. The lead researcher open-coded the transcripts, and iteratively refined the main themes through regular sessions with the research team. Throughout the data collection and analysis, we used memos to record our reflections on the data. We constantly compared concepts identified earlier in our analysis with new concepts.

### Fig. 2. Tasks youth completed for each visualization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List Visualization</th>
<th>Graphic Visualization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Explain what you see in this visualization</td>
<td>1) Explain what you see in this visualization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Who is the youngest among the people displayed in this visualization?</td>
<td>2) Show who are under 18 years old</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Name the person with the highest number of followers?</td>
<td>3) Point out people inside of the organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) If you were to approach someone from this list for your next upcoming event, who would that be? Why?</td>
<td>4) How would you use the information acquired from this visualization for your work as youth organizers?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Imagine that Eve is the name of a youth working at the organization with you. Search for Eve to find out more information about her connections.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that arose throughout the data collection and analysis. This process helped us refine and add more questions to the interview guide as the data collection was taking place. Prior to starting data collection, we received approval for this work from our University’s Institutional Review Board. We used consent forms for youth 18 and older. Because our study was designed as part of the organization’s activities for which youth were employed to do, for minors the IRB approved our use of assent forms along with the organization’s letter of support to conduct the study with youth.

We emphasize that our goal in this qualitative study was to achieve naturalistic generalizability (i.e., providing a thick description of findings and the study’s context to help readers determine if they resonate with their own or vicarious experiences, and if they can be applied in the contexts they wish to study) [70].

4 FINDINGS

Our findings provide initial insight into participants’ perspectives on how social network visualizations can support their outreach work online. Through our inductive analysis, we identified rich and multifaceted themes around the value of hashtags. In fact, of all the visualization features in the prototype, participants most frequently said that the most useful feature was the list of followers’ most commonly-used hashtags.

As such, in this paper we focus on ways that youth interpret hashtag information about their followers, and how their perspectives on such information can impact their outreach. We begin this section by unpacking how participants felt that learning about their followers’ hashtag usage could help them better understand their followers, and how to approach these individuals. We discuss the role that hashtags played as a tool: to infer the identity of participants’ followers, to choose who to target, and to solicit help from their audience. We then provide an overview of participants’ overall attitudes toward the list and graphic network visualizations.

4.1 Hashtags

There were several ways in which participants felt that more insight into their followers’ hashtag usage would be useful, namely, that it would help them better understand who their followers are and how to engage with them.

4.1.1 #Decoding Followers’ Identity. One of the most prominent themes of our study was youth’s discussions of using hashtags to make inferences about various aspects of their followers’ identities. Here, identity refers to both a static and socially constructed sense of self [5, 27, 45, 57]. For instance, one’s age is a static construct, whereas one’s character (individual behaviors and beliefs) can be socially constructed. Prior work has extensively studied the use of hashtags as a form of online identity presentation and construction, from the perspective of people who tweet hashtags to participate in online discourse [43, 56]. In this section, we extend previous work by examining another side of the hashtag activism phenomenon: how youth activists make sense of the hashtags used by their followers, as a means of learning about their followers’ identities.

Using Hashtags to Infer Demographics: Demographics was one dimension of follower’s identity that participants tried to decode while using the prototypes. In fact, when using the visualization interface, youth often made inferences about their followers’ age and race. For instance, when looking at hashtags, P6 tried to guess the age of her followers:

[...] the hashtags that [the follower] uses, he’s pretty young, so probably like a teenager, a little bit older, in his twenties

Similarly, when asked to identify the youngest person in the visualization, P13 looked at the hashtags used by the followers and made this conjecture:
I’m guessing. Based on [the hashtags] they’re talking about, I would kind of assume that Sam is the youngest one, but it says based on the bar, it says that Steve is the youngest one.

What makes P13’s case interesting is that despite the fact that she could have compared the age bars (in the list visualization), she opted for comparing her followers’ hashtags instead. In another case, P1 guesses Sam’s race based on the type of hashtag that Sam is using:

He is a young person and a person of color because he put #BlackLivesMatter and assume he is a person of color.

We argue that this is a somewhat bold assertion because #BlackLivesMatter could be used by allies of the movement, who are not necessarily people of color. Additionally, it is important to note that in this study, youth were given a hypothetical list of followers (Mariam, Steve, Angela, and Sam). As a result, our findings might not fully translate if participants were shown the list of their actual followers. However, our findings suggest that using hashtags as contextual clues may be helpful, particularly as young people expand their efforts beyond their immediate social circles (which activists must do to have a broad impact). Furthermore, we do not argue that youth will necessarily derive the correct information from visualizations of hashtag usage. Rather, we identify what led our participants to extrapolate such conclusions from the prototypes in our study. In the Discussion section, we will expand on the pitfalls of using visualization systems for decision making through the lens of bounded rationality [68].

Hashtags reveal personal facets of one’s life: When looking at their followers’ commonly used hashtags (both popular hashtags and less known hashtags), some participants discussed how hashtags could speak to aspects of their followers’ personal lives. For instance, when seeing Mariam’s hashtags (#CancerAwareness and #BestSister), as well as Angela’s hashtag (#MeToo), P13 concludes that:

You can see that Mariam is going through something right now with, maybe her sister has cancer or something? [...] Angela, she’s using the hashtag #MeToo, so maybe she knows someone who’s been assaulted or sexually assaulted, or maybe it’s her too.

In this case, P13 also speculates that Angela might have been dealing with sexual violence on a personal level (or through someone they knew), based on Angela’s commonly used hashtag #MeToo. We argue that in this case, P13’s assumption might be close to reality, since the main purpose of #MeToo is for women to share their experiences of sexual harassment and has served as a way to show solidarity with victims. However, P13 also concludes that since Mariam has mostly used the two hashtags #BestSister and #CancerAwareness, Mariam’s sister might be dealing with cancer. P13 not only makes inferences based on individual hashtags, but she also derives a conclusion about her follower’s identity (how her sister’s cancer affected her) by combining various hashtags. In the following quote, P3 also makes a similar assumption that Mariam’s family might be affected by cancer:

Best sister hashtag, so I’m assuming family is very important to her, or at least to herself because it’s not best family or best anything, just best sister, which I’m assuming is her. And hashtag cancer awareness, which is very great. Illnesses are very important. Very interesting. People talk about cancer all the time, so I’m surprised. That must have affected her in her family for her to be so motivated to post that.

While most participants contemplated the meaning of each hashtag individually, the above quotes show that participants also interpreted hashtags in combination. As a result, hashtags can adopt slightly different meanings based on how they are displayed and how participants interpret
that display. In the Discussion section, we will expand on the role of visualizations in creating such assumptions.

Hashtags Represent Awareness: Lastly, followers’ level of awareness about societal issues was another dimension of identity that youth inferred from their followers’ commonly used hashtags. It is worth noting that during the interviews, youth were only asked to look at the visualization, discuss what they see, and choose people they find important for their work of outreach. Therefore, youth naturally made such inferences, without any further detailed prompting. For instance, while looking at his followers’ most common hashtags, P4 says:

[Steve’s] hashtags clearly indicate to me that he’s someone who is aware and someone that wants to see change in his community. Just based on, again, the hashtags. [...] Just based on his hashtags, they’re very telling of the kind of person he is. I think I would definitely make it a point in terms of reaching out to Steve and demonstrating these issues we’re addressing very much so in these and our production and just reaching out to him.

In this case, Steve’s level of awareness about societal issues is an important factor that influences P4’s decision to reach out to him. We argue that such an inference can be considered to be quite bold given that using a hashtag does not necessarily mean that one is aware of social issues and wants to see change in their community. P1 also compares followers’ level of awareness, by comparing their hashtags:

I don’t really like the term YOLOs. But she does have the MeToo movement going on, so she might be a little woke as well. I feel like every one of these are woke, with the exception of Sam. Sam’s just talking about yummy food. But everyone else is just kinda like out here like cancer awareness is really important, a lot of people suffer from cancer.

As illustrated in the quote above, participants saw hashtags as not only representing awareness about societal issues, but also a lack of awareness about such issues. For instance, P7 mentioned:

The hashtags are important; I mean it tells what kind of person they are. If they’re some person saying #yummyfood huskies, they’re not really interacting with the community as much. This one right here has #guncontrol and #BlackLivesMatter

Of course, not tweeting about certain issues is not a definitive indicator of one’s activist identity. However, we argue that such an interpretation of one’s identity speaks to potential perceptions amongst participants about what constitutes alignment with an issue (i.e., using the relevant hashtag on SNS). In the Discussion section, we will further expand on the challenges of reaching such conclusions from visualizations.

When discussing hashtags, two participants made distinctions between the types of social issues in which their audience expresses interest. For instance, P8 discusses how topics such as cancer awareness might be an important cause, but he creates a distinction between topics that he thinks reveal people’s opinions and those that do not, i.e. causes that people take different sides on (i.e gun control) versus those that everyone already supports (i.e. cancer awareness):

I feel like the thing that stands out the most is really interesting that three out of the four have one of their most used hashtags is a social cause that they are very invested in. Angela and Steve specifically very political causes ‘cause really nobody is pro-cancer but Steve and Angela are very opinionated [about] political causes which I think is really interesting. I feel like something you see a lot on social media, and especially amongst young people in the newer generation, that is something that you see a lot. Definitely.
P3 also distinguishes between hashtags about cancer awareness; which he believes people do not have the power to change. This is in contrast to social issues, on which he believes people can instigate change.

They’re posting about [...] cancer when social injustice ... Cancer you cannot really change that. You could by getting treatment, but social injustices, you could change that. You can make a difference.

The quotes above further highlight the process through which P3 evaluates activist identity. In this case, P3 argues that posting about cancer awareness, although important, is not necessarily as strong an indicator of one’s activist identity as posting about what he perceives to be social injustices. Additionally, it seems that P3 is implicitly prioritizing social injustice above cancer awareness (i.e. social injustice is worth tweeting about, but cancer is not), because he believes tweeting about social injustices can make a difference.

4.1.2 #Screening Device. In the previous section, we discussed how youth interpreted their followers’ commonly used hashtags, as a way to learn about their identities. In this section, we discuss how youth used the information they acquired about their followers’ identities to choose who to target for their outreach work. For instance, in the following quote, P6 discusses how hashtags help her understand her followers’ interests, and, as a result, evaluate whether or not her followers may be interested in an event held by the organization:

What is helpful though was the hashtag signs, because although not all the time, based off of what a person’s hashtags means, that’s what their demeanor connects to and that’s what they’re actually about. But I feel like it would help more to see, oh, this person is interested in this, so I should outreach to them. Another thing that I would think about is interest to the event. So, I feel like that was really helpful when outreaching, because if I know that someone is in the women’s club and they went to the women’s march and they do all these things for women, I’m probably going to go to them first when I’m outreaching for a women’s event or something like that. It doesn’t mean that I won’t outreach to other people, but she’s someone that I’d go to first. Yeah, I feel like those are the first things I see or think about when I need to outreach to someone.

In this case, P6 says that knowing who is interested in an event can help her figure out who to prioritize for the event. P6’s quote speaks to the strategic use of the prototype we introduced and emphasizes how hashtags served the youths’ strategic goals. Similarly, P13 refers to hashtags as a mechanism to identify and filter supportive audiences:

I like the idea of the [list visualization]. It’s just showing the hashtags, because it gives me an idea of who’s interested in what, and whose time would really be worth my while. You know, people who just do it for fun, or to support artists or to support speakers, public speakers, it would all depend on that.

Like P13, P8 stressed the importance of hashtags as important contextual data that needs to be shown in combination with numerical data (i.e., follower counts or novel connectors). As shown in the quote below, P8 described how seeing hashtags in combination with follower count can help determine whether someone with a high number of followers is worth targeting:

Their hashtags [...] shows you what they are doing because I feel like just having numbers is obviously effective but also having data on what those numbers are contributing to is also important with the hashtags [...] What they contribute to because it’s like if you said someone has a million followers. That could be so many different people. That could be a rapper who doesn’t care about anything, doesn’t support any causes
or that could be a politician that is very opinionated and has a clear agenda. It’s like are those million people just being given something of no value or even a negative value or are they being given something that is, I don’t know if it’s positive or negative or are they being given an opinion almost to a way. It’s just like how they are being swayed because I feel like you can do a lot of good or a lot of bad with however much you have on social media. I feel like just the numbers isn’t, doesn’t tell the whole story.

P8 shows less interest in whether the follower in question a lot of connections and opportunities has to reach out to a broad audience and is more interested in how his follower may usefully help disseminate a message. Also, P8 later discussed the type of contextual data he wants to see visualized that could help his activism:

I feel like that contextualized data would help because then it tells me the type of audience [my follower] is speaking to. Because someone speaking on issues, I can speak from experience, living in [my neighborhood], it’s a very progressive city and that seems to be the way that a lot of people’s opinions go. They are very, for example, in saying, low hanging fruit [...] That opinion isn’t revolutionary [in my neighborhood]. But if this is in say, if we are using the same example. Like a county in West Virginia where [a conservative politician] won 80% of the vote. If he’s a BlackLivesMatter supporter and he wants gun control that’s a rarity in that area. That’s a lot more impact because when I scroll through my timeline, I see 20 people who think they are the second coming of Martin Luther King Jr or Malcolm X, you know what I mean, everyone thinks that they are. [...] I feel like everybody wants to make change, which is a beautiful thing, but I feel like a lot of times we overestimate how much impact we are making when everyone around us is saying the same thing.

The quote above shows how P8 perceives influence online as the potential to influence an audience with different opinions than one’s own. P8 elaborates that, oftentimes, people have a large network which is composed of like-minded people. Spreading a message among people who already think similarly may not be as powerful as spreading a message among people who have different points of views. Consequently, a powerful approach to outreach could be to identify critical people with the potential to act as connectors to individuals with different ideas. P8 later used an example to explain how to identify such critical people:

On a lot of college campuses for example. That’s traditionally a lot of progressive minded people. If I’m taking a progressive stance I’m not necessarily making as big of an impact as a conservative one. [...] Again like if Sam [from the list visualization] was shown from [name of a state] which is very red, you know what I’m saying [...] but where his views are different, that’s a very impactful social media user.

P8’s quotes illustrate the tension between the kinds of people he aims to target. On the one hand, he explains the importance of reaching out to people who align with his views. However, later he discusses the value of reaching out to a more heterogeneous network (“Like a county in West Virginia where [a conservative politician] won 80% of the vote. If he’s a BlackLivesMatter supporter and he wants gun control that’s a rarity in that area”). This tension may be because he distinguishes between the people he would like to reach out to as the target audience (people he believes need to be from a more diverse audience) versus the people he chooses as advocates for his causes (people he believes should align with his activist values).

While most participants mentioned they would reach out to connections with similar interests as those espoused by their empowerment organization, P3 discussed how he would instead use that information to reach out to those who appear less engaged in similar issues.
I would approach Angela and Steven [...] Because they’re already aware of those issues and things like that. ... But maybe I shouldn’t since they already know about those issues. I would probably want to go reach out to Sam and Mariam more-so because they’re posting about food and cancer.

P3 was the only participant who explicitly evidenced this desire for reaching out to followers who might not be posting about social issues. In this way, P3’s outreach goals stood out from those of all other participants, who focused primarily on reaching out to followers already interested in a given issue. Distinguishing these sorts of differences in activists’ goals can change how we design visualization tools. If the goal of an activist is to find already engaged individuals, the main functionality of the tool might constitute suggesting and connecting people with similar activism goals. However, if the goal of an activist is to target less engaged individuals, the tool might also suggest how to approach individuals (e.g., identifying advocates or mutual connections with more influence among their audience of interest).

Finally, in addition to the information that was already available in the visualizations, two of the youth discussed their desire to view the location of their audiences. P6 and P7 explained how knowing about the location of their audiences could help focus their outreach to specific neighborhoods of their interests. For instance, P6 mentions that:

> Usually I just think about accessibility, so what location do they live in? Do they live close to the event so that I can actually outreach to them?

Similarly, when asked about suggestions to improve the visualizations, P7 explained that:

> I would add what percent, like, of where [my audiences] are from, because some people have followers that are not even from here, and don’t know anything about [neighborhood].

P6 and P7’s desire to limit their audiences to a specific location stems from the fact that many of the organization’s offline events are focused on issues relevant to their local communities. Therefore, by learning about the location of their audiences, they could filter their audience of interest based on the locality of an event.

### 4.1.3 # Tool for Soliciting Help.

In the previous sections, we discussed hashtags as markers to identify followers’ identities and their significance as potential targets for youth’s work. In this section, we describe ways in which participants wanted to potentially utilize the information acquired about their followers’ identities to solicit help from them.

**Hashtags as Initiator of Conversation:** When asked how they would approach followers that they identified as important for their work (i.e., because they were seen as their target audience, or influencers who could help reach that target audience), more than half of the youth (P1, P12, P6, P1, P2, P7 and P3) discussed how they would directly contact their targeted audience. P1 describes how he would directly message their targeted audience, and include followers’ common hashtags as a way to initiate dialogue on issues of interest:

> Probably just DM them like a normal "Hey what’s going on? I see that you’re interested in gun control. What are your thoughts about gun control?"

Similarly, P8 mentions that:

> Steve seems like he’s really someone who would be down for this so I really just be like, hey I see that you’re active on issues revolving around the black community, about to celebrate some black history you should come through.
In this case, P8 discusses how useful it would be to use the information acquired from Steve’s common hashtags to point to the commonalities between Steve’s interest and the organization’s activism. Similarly, P2 highlights her common interest with a potential target:

For like the [name of an event the organization holds], I’d be like, Hi, I see that you’re really interested in this, and etc. and I work for an organization, [name of the organization] who also stands up for the same things. And we’re gonna have an event, you know, this day, and I would be really interested if you could come.

In this case, P2 uses her follower’s interest as a way to initiate conversations about the organization’s events. In contrast, previous research has uncovered challenges that limit youth’s ability to solicit help through direct means of communication online. For instance, Irannejad Bisafar and colleagues discuss the fact that youth do not find direct messaging to be a socially appropriate way to engage in activism [33]. Our study highlights the knowledge of followers’ hashtags as a tool youth activists might use in order to facilitate such interactions, and as a result, overcome this challenge of establishing connections with others on SNS.

Using Hashtags to Indirectly Get target’s attention: In the previous section, we discussed more direct ways that youth wanted to use hashtags to solicit help from their audience. Our findings also point to youth’s desire to use hashtags to facilitate more indirect forms of interactions with their target audience. For example, P1 describes that one way to get his audience interested in the organization would be to tweet content that includes the same hashtags that his followers are using:

[...] if I wanted to invite them to a [organization] event, I’ll probably use the same hashtag they are using, like if we are talking about gun control, I’d hashtag gun control. And they might hashtag gun control too and they will see it and say oh ah teen empowerment around me and I follow this person, I may want to go to that event.

Similarly, when asked how he would approach his target audience, P4 mentioned that:

[Angela’s] commonly used hashtags being #MeToo and #YOLO. I would start to include [#MeToo and #YOLO] in maybe the content that I create. As a creator that’s probably how I would approach that. Of course, add those hashtags.

P4 later added that by including common hashtags, one can also increase their own personal network on social media. Therefore, having information about followers’ most common hashtags would be useful.

#YOLO, #MeToo, commonly used hashtags. That’s actually very helpful how I would use that ‘cause I’m always trying to figure out how to increase my own network on social media. A lot of weight is how I would do that. I would look for commonly used hashtags so having that would be very, very helpful. Especially those that have the most novel connections and using [the same hashtags] to get to those other people.

Here, P4 triangulates network-level information (i.e., amount of novel connections) with the information about his followers’ hashtag in order to identify critical people to reach out to in their network.

Similarly, P3 discusses how hashtags can help messages to reach beyond his followers and at the same time it’s a more “chill” and efficient way to approach his followers.

Using hashtags are more efficient [than tagging every person you want to notice your post] because sending a jerk message ... My phone is sitting next to me, “Oh, my god, I got a message,” or whatever. But also, being chill about it and creating a hashtag, and people that aren’t in my followers can see it.
P3’s comment speaks to findings from prior research that we discussed in the previous section, regarding the challenges of direct communication for activism online [33]. We argue that using “chill” ways of approaching their audience (i.e., indirectly approaching the audience by creating posts with hashtags and hoping that others will notice the post) is a way for youth to use SNS for activism, given the existing social norms among their peers about ways to approach people on SNS. These findings highlight another approach that participants see as helping them overcome the cultural and social aspects of online interactions that might limit the use of SNS affordances for activism.

Overall, our findings illustrate the value of and limitations around visualizing hashtag usage data to support more strategic youth activism. Our participants envisioned ways of using knowledge they gained from the visualizations to make more informed decisions of how to approach followers. In the next section, we present a summary of the participants’ perspectives regarding the two visualizations that we investigated in this study.

4.2 List vs. Graphic Network Visualization

Overall, youth preferred the list visualization over the network visualization. Our findings show that eight out of thirteen youth found the list visualization more useful. Three participants found the network visualization more useful, while two participants were undecided and discussed what they found useful in each visualization.

Most participants preferred the list visualization because it provided more information than the graphic network visualization about their followers. For instance, the information from the list visualization allowed participants to infer the identity of their followers and use this information to guide their outreach process. Moreover, they valued the hashtag usage information in the list visualization because it provided insight into their followers’ interests and mindsets, beyond just numerical data (e.g., number of followers). Furthermore, participants who preferred the list visualization found it clearer, and more efficient to see all the information at once without the need to interact with it. On the other hand, the graphic network visualization required more steps to extract the information (e.g., participants needed to search for a specific follower’s name in the search to see more information about that follower). While the information that was provided by the two prototypes differed, participants were able to see the information in the list visualization at a glance (i.e., without interacting with it), therefore they found it easier to use.

Among participants who answered the questions regarding the enjoyment and learnability of the visualizations, the easier they found the visualization to learn, the more enjoyment they found in using it. Five out of six participants found the list visualization more enjoyable to use. However, among participants who enjoyed the list visualizations, two remained undecided about which visualization they would choose for their activism work. This suggests enjoyment of a visualization does not necessarily equal its perceived utility for one’s work. The one participant who preferred to use the graphic visualization for their work also found it more enjoyable and easier to learn.

These findings, together with the previously-described findings around hashtags, provide initial insight into our participants’ perspectives on network visualizations. As mentioned previously, the feature visualizing followers’ most commonly-used hashtags was the most valued feature across our participants. Even participants who preferred the graphic visualization, where hashtag information was not shown, discussed how they would want to see follower hashtag usage integrated with it. This finding underscores a central and key insight from our analysis—the importance of hashtag usage information for helping youth activists to make sense of their networks and more strategically engage with them.
5 DISCUSSION

Youth are a key part of the growing hashtag activism movements, in which using social media is being used to address issues of social justice [50]. Despite their participation in this form of civic engagement, little research has examined how novel tools might help to better scaffold and amplify the impact of their online activism efforts. Indeed, given that youth are much less likely to employ strategic practices in online civic action (as opposed to casual approaches) [65], there is a need for research that examines how such strategic action can be better supported. This work is especially needed in the context of marginalized youth populations such as low-SES and racial and ethnic minority groups. These populations, who are typically excluded from sources of power and decision-making, have utilized online platforms to engage in vitally-needed civic action, by advocating for change such as increased educational resources and by creating counternarratives to negative stereotypes perpetuated about them [13, 17, 50] Our work contributes to research in CSCW and related disciplines on the use of technology to address issues of social justice. To our knowledge, our work is some of the first research to investigate how social network visualizations might better support youth in understanding the features of their networks and how to better leverage their networks for social action. Given that youth differ from older populations in the frequency and nature of their social media use and in how they choose to engage in civic action [11, 63, 86] it is critical that research specifically investigate how technology might most effectively support online civic action amongst youth. In this paper, we have characterized our participants’ perspectives in this regard. We use the remainder of this section to provide recommendations for future work examining how novel network visualization systems can better support youth civic action.

5.1 Visualization Misanalysis

Our findings show how youth used hashtags as a way to interpret their followers’ identities. We also discussed how these interpretations are subjective. In this section, we categorize some of these findings and use bounded rationality [68] to explain aspects of the visualization that appeared to lead youth to derive conclusions that might not have been correct. While our interview questions were not designed to investigate bounded rationality, through our inductive analysis we found that our themes resonated with the concept of bounded rationality. That is, as is common with qualitative research [61], we utilized a theoretical construct (bounded rationality) to interpret our findings and their implications. Bounded rationality was chosen specifically because it provides a conceptual framework for more deeply analyzing the ways in which our participants were interpreting and making decisions based on the visualization information we presented them, and the limitations therein.

Bounded rationality refers to the limitations that individuals face in making rational decisions in uncertain situations [68]. Bounded rationality posits that such limitations in decision making are due to three main factors: human cognitive limitations, imperfection of information presented to the individual, and time constraints on finding rational solutions. In this study, we showed youth two visualizations and asked how they would use the information shown to them to make decisions for outreach. We encountered two cases in which the visualization’s imperfections led to misleading interpretation of the data: interpreting the lack of data and interpreting data in combination. Admittedly, in our study, part of the limitations and uncertainty in the interpretation of the data visualizations may have been related to the fact that we used hypothetical data in the creation of the visualizations. However, we argue that while users might have made more rational decisions if they were given data about their own connections, our results are still valuable for cases in which users do not know their connections (e.g., when people follow strangers, weak ties,
or people that they could solicit help from, who they may not know well or at all—which may be common amongst activists who are seeking to engage a wide audience).

When looking at their followers’ most common hashtags, some youth not only interpreted the hashtags they saw in the visualization, they also analyzed the lack of other hashtags. For instance, when a follower did not have hashtags about societal issues among their top common hashtags, participants assumed the follower was unaware of societal issues. However, this assumption ignores that a follower with no activism hashtags at the top of their list might still use such hashtags, but also use many more hashtags that are about other issues. In this case, the imperfection in the visualization shown to the participants, which only showed the followers’ top hashtags as opposed to a ratio and distribution of the followers’ total hashtags, might have limited participants’ rational decision making.

A similar example of participants’ erroneous interpretation of data visualizations can be found in literature on visualizing uncertainty [31]. Hullman et. al. discuss the uncertainty that arises when visualizations are created based on data that is not representative of the total population (e.g., when unemployment rates are visualized based on sample data rather than the whole population) [31]. The authors describe how people can interpret such visualizations incorrectly because they do not know the value of the unsampled data. In the case of the unemployment example, Hullman et. al. suggest visualizing uncertainty of unemployment as a probability distribution [31].

In this paper, we discussed a similar type of uncertainty in data interpretation caused by the visualization’s selection of data for presentation. We showed how non-visualized data introduces opportunities for the misinterpretation of visualized data. One simple way to overcome this challenge is to explore alternative ways of defining and visualizing top common hashtags. For instance, top hashtags may be visualized based on specific keywords that youth activists use to search relevant issues of interests (e.g., searching for gun violence-related hashtags).

Another case in which participants erroneously interpreted the visualization was when participants created a narrative about the follower based on two of their top hashtags. Upon viewing Miriam’s tweets containing #CancerAwareness and #BestSister, two participants concluded that one of Miriam’s family members likely suffered from cancer. In this case, not knowing the context in which Miriam used the hashtags (e.g., if the hashtags appear in the same tweet or separately), resulted in potentially erroneous conclusions. Participants drawing such conclusions may have done so because the hashtags were displayed next to each other with no context about each hashtag (e.g., whether the hashtags appeared in the same tweet or not), leaving participants to assume the hashtags appeared in the same tweet. A starting point for overcoming this issue is examining alternative ways of visualizing multiple hashtags. For instance, rather than simply showing various hashtags next to each other, a solution could be to add contextual information (for instance, time, tweet in which the hashtag was used, and frequency of which hashtags appeared together or in separate tweets).

Additionally, we argue that, while visualizations can be beneficial for learning about audiences’ interests, youth might only focus on reaching out to people who are interested in voicing their opinions online. We argue that these visualizations are most beneficial for learning about those who are already most vocal about similar issues or interests; however, this visualization has the potential to ignore audiences who do not similarly use online platforms to advocate for these issues. Therefore, future work could explore the design of such tools to identify inactive supporters as well.

5.2 Beyond Discourse: Connections

Within the space of hashtag activism, hashtags have been extensively studied as tools to create discourse among people interested in a specific social movement [14]. As a result, hashtags engender
online and offline collective action. We have described how our participants also saw visualizing information about hashtag usage as a way for activists to select their targeted audience, create connections among online entities directly or indirectly, and finally solicit help from their network. Our findings illustrate how hashtags (and learning about followers’ interests and level of awareness concerning social issues) can help youth activists initiate personal interactions and conversations in order to solicit help.

Soliciting help from connections has been previously studied in different domains. For instance, Nichols and Kang [55] have investigated the potential of Twitter as a platform for asking questions to targeted strangers. In their research, targeted strangers were identified based on the content of their public posts. In order to increase the likelihood of strangers replying to their questions, the authors used questions they believed to be less personal, solicited from accounts with corporate-looking names. In our research, we are focusing on soliciting help for activism that goes beyond answering simple questions (e.g., asking people to retweet) and on topics that might be more controversial (e.g., societal issues).

We suggest that future work explores how learning about others’ interests could help activists initiate interactions online. A simple design intervention might suggest people to connect with based on location, activist history, and interests. The mining of interests of social media users has been largely studied in the context of helping corporations target users indirectly (through social media ads) [83]. However, our work suggests a different direction—helping activists to connect with others using their personal social media accounts, by creating more personal rapport with those who seek to engage. The goal of such an approach would be to help activists make use of their existing connections on SNSs (i.e., visualizing characteristics of a user’s followers). Taking this approach changes the dynamic of interactions as compared with the more corporate focus of prior work [83]. First, it changes the ways in which messages need to be crafted (e.g., the tone of the message). Second, it might impact the way people respond to a message that asks for help. Research is needed to examine how such tools should be designed and how they might be used in practice, including the ways in which they are received by activists and the individuals they reach out to.

Additionally, future work can examine how the use of supporting tools for online activism can impact how youth activists utilize the various types of social capital available to them. For instance, through our previous observations with youth, we found that they mostly reached out to people they already know and have close relationships with, known as bonding capital. However, this could result in overlooking the value of what is called bridging capital in their networks. Bridging capital can help people connect to larger and more heterogeneous networks, and expand youth’s reach to a broader and diverse audience [75]. Therefore, tools that can expose youth activists to various types of capital within their networks and encourage them to reach out to individuals who can serve as bridges to more diverse audiences can benefit youth activists’ work. Future research should investigate the types of information that could help youth to shift their focus to accessing their bridging capital. Such research should further study strategies that youth use when reaching out to various types of connections. For instance, one potential hypothesis would be that learning how to start conversations and creating connections (using hashtags) can be beneficial when youth want to reach out to people they do not often interact with — people that could help them connect to broader and more heterogeneous networks.

5.3 Ethical Implications
While using information about one’s network might augment the experience of youth activists (by helping them to connect to each other), it is also important to consider the ethical implications of using network visualization analysis tools for activism.
One issue that needs to be considered is the danger of non-participants being included in future studies using actual user data from Twitter networks without non-participants’ consent. Our own formative study was aimed at investigating the potential of a future tool to analyze publicly available data and data that can be accessed through the API about youth’s network. We showed hypothetical data about a user’s network to explore how such data might help youth activists make better decisions in their outreach work. In practice, using publicly available data should avoid the ethical issues about user privacy [46, 51]. However, as privacy concerns about the use of data by third parties are changing, so are the ethical implications of research. For instance, one question is from whom should researchers obtain consent when conducting studies? Should consent be obtained from the main users of the application or from their followers as well?

In this regard, Twitter has added a setting for its users to opt out of third parties being able to use their data for personalization. Such changes can positively give social media users the option to have more control over their own data. However, a general and broad setting, like restricting or allowing third parties to use data, may also be limiting to research. Instead, an alternative way of giving social media users more control could be to let them choose which entities they would like to trust to access their data. Social media users could also be notified when their data is being used by third parties (e.g., if a third party creates a pull request about a social media user, the user would be notified). Of course, such fine-grained transparency might also be burdensome for social media users to actively select with whom they share their data.

A second ethical concern is the extent to which SNS in general, and third parties specifically, can and should interfere in people’s decision-making and behavior change. In our study, we partnered with a youth empowerment organization focused on social justice and as such the scope of this work has been local in nature. But, what are the implications of creating network visualization tools that are used at a larger scale? Would the use of such tools be ethical in the context of political campaigns seeking to more widely spread messaging? How would organizations aiming to spread propaganda and misinformation be prevented from using such tools? Again, one solution is to provide more transparency to social media users regarding how such SNS and third parties impact their behavior and their decision making. For instance, Twitter could provide its users with reports of the ways in which seeing certain posts might have affected their own behavior. Alternatively, we recommend that, instead of having a global setting for opting in/out of third-party app access to a user’s social media data, companies could enable users to monitor the types of organizations that access their data as a way of facilitating transparency. Some implementation challenges include the hurdles involved in engaging users in finer-grained data privacy management.

Because these important ethical questions are complex, they require further dialogue and careful consideration. Indeed, any attempt at providing more ethical use of users’ social media data should be a concerted and ongoing effort between designers of the platforms, research institutions, lawmakers, and of course the users themselves. Such collaborations require transparent communication of values, opportunities and challenges that each party faces. Of course, encouraging activism comes with potential risks (e.g., if it leads to protests, and violence against protestors) [15, 21, 30]. However in our study, we worked with an empowerment organization where youth are provided social and institutional support by the adult staff in the organization. Such organizations may have resources for safeguarding youth that could be used in conjunction with tools designed to support online activism. If such tools are created in the context of empowerment organizations, adults can help monitor and educate youth about how to safely use SNS for activism, and help connect youth to available resources in case of risks. For example, if youth are subject to bullying, staff could better help youth navigate the issue. Therefore we argue that developing tools that could be used within empowerment organizations, and used in collaboration with adults, could help mitigate some of the risks introduced by engaging in activism.
6 STUDY LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we were motivated by the well-established advantages of using low-fidelity prototypes to gather insights early in the design process [53], and we used these prototypes to investigate youth’s perspectives. In future work, evaluations of high-fidelity prototypes are needed to investigate the use of network visualization tools in naturalistic settings. As a first step in this design space, our analysis yielded valuable, previously unavailable findings that can help guide the design of functional prototypes.

Furthermore, it is important to note that in our study, we used hypothetical user data in the prototypes, not data about the users’ real Twitter network. This approach enabled us to leverage the benefits of a low-fidelity prototype (e.g., in helping focus participants’ attention on high-level design features versus low-level user interface design elements, and enabling discussions that surfaced valued and potentially problematic aspects of the design approaches early in the design process). In our interviews, participants did reflect on how they would use these tools with their own networks. They reflected on their own experiences using social media to ground their assessments of the prototypes and the content therein, and how they might employ such systems in their future work as activists. As such, participants did not simply guess how they would use this tool, youth shared nuanced and thoughtful perspectives that were grounded in personal reflections on their networks and past experiences. We encourage future research that leverages our findings to create network visualization of their own data. Our study represents an important first step towards creating such visualization systems, by highlighting important issues for future work to consider in the design of network visualizations for youth activists.

Lastly, we acknowledge that the specific design options we presented may have impacted our findings. That is, if we had chosen to present different design choices, different conversations may have emerged in our interviews. However, our findings are still valuable in that they provide insight into how our participants interpreted their followers’ hashtag usage, and such findings will help ground future design efforts.

7 CONCLUSION

Youth activism online presents opportunities for youth development and for the voice of youth to be heard. However, to have impactful participation online, it is important to provide youth with tools to use SNS in strategic ways. Our study is a stepping stone for work that aims to create tools that help youth strategically navigate the social capital available in their network. Our findings revealed the importance of visualizing hashtag usage, as a means of supporting youth activists’ decision-making. Future research should explore other aspects of one’s network that might impact such decision making. One area in need of further research is the study of opportunities and challenges that the deployment of such tools over a prolonged period may present. Such work is necessary for a better understanding of how to augment youth’s experience using SNS for activism.
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